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Constructing UMEB from maximally entangled basis
Yu Guo
School of Mathematics and Computer Science, Shanxi Datong University, Datong, Shanxi 037009, China
A new way of constructing unextendible maximally entangled basis (UMEB) from maximally
entangled basis (MEB) is proposed. Consequently, it is shown that if there is an N-member UMEB
in Cd ⊗ Cd, then there exists a (qd)2 − q(d2 − N)-member UMEB in Cqd ⊗ Cqd for any q ∈ N.
This improves the results in [Phys. Rev. A 90, 034301(2014)], which shows that there exists a
(qd)2− (d2−N)-member UMEB in Cqd⊗Cqd provided that an N-member UMEB exsits in Cd⊗Cd.
In addition, a very easy way of constructing UMEB in Cd ⊗ Cd
′
with d < d′ is presented, which
promotes and covers all the previous related work.
PACS numbers: 03.67.Mn, 03.67.Hk, 03.65.Ud.
I. INTRODUCTION
Entanglement as a fundamental feature of quantum
physics has been proved to be a central resource in quan-
tum information and quantum computation [1, 2]. One
of the important problems in this field is to character-
ize entanglement not only physically but also mathe-
matically. Consequently, the unextendible bases have
attracted much attention in recent years [3–31]. The
first unextendible basis is the unextendible product basis
(UPB) [3], which indicates nonlocality without entan-
glement since it can not be distinguished by local mea-
surements and classical communication [3]. Moreover,
it can be used for constructing bound entangled states
[6, 8, 10–12]. Later, unextendible maximally entangled
basis (UMEB) [4] and the unextendible entangled basis
with Schmidt number k (UEBk) [5] were investigated ex-
tensively.
The highest priority problem in studying the unex-
tendible basis is to check whether they exist in the given
bipartite state space. The existence problem of UPB and
UEBk have been resolved completely. The UPB exists in
any Cd ⊗Cd′ with d 6= 2 and d′ 6= 2 [3, 19] and there ex-
ists UEBk in Cd⊗Cd′ for any d and d′ [5, 30]. Although
considerable progress has been made, the existence of
UMEB still remains open. It has been shown that there
is no UMEB in the two-qubit system, a 6-member UMEB
exists in C3 ⊗ C3 and a 12-member UMEB exists in
C4 ⊗ C4 [4]. Later, B. Chen and S.-M. Fei proved in
Ref. [26] that there exists a set of d2-member UMEB in
Cd ⊗ Cd′ (d′2 < d < d′) and questioned the existence of
UMEBs in the case of d′ ≥ 2d. Ref. [27] proved that
there might be two sets of UMEBs in Cd⊗Cd′ whenever
d 6= d′, and an explicit construction of UMEBs is put
forward. A 30-member UMEB in C6 ⊗ C6 was given in
Ref. [28] and they give a method of constructing UMEB
in Cqd ⊗ Cqd from that of Cd ⊗ Cd. Recently, Wang et
al. proved that for any d there exists a UMEB except
d = p or 2p, where p ≡ 3 mod 4 and p is a prime [31].
They also presented a 23-member UMEB in C5⊗C5 and
a 45-member UMEB in C7 ⊗ C7.
Here, we propose a new scenario of constructing
UMEB via the space decomposition. Our method im-
proves all the previous work about UMEB. The rest of
this paper is constructed as follows. In Sec. II, we in-
troduce some related notations and terminologies. Sec.
III deals with the case of d = d′ and Sec. IV discusses
the case of d < d′. We give an easy method to get a
(qd)2− q(d2 −N)-member UMEB in Cqd ⊗Cqd from the
MEB and UMEB in Cd ⊗Cd. It has much less members
comparing with the one in [28] and the subspace struc-
ture of the associated Hilbert-Schmidt space depicts the
formation of UMEB in a concise way. For the case of
d 6= d′, we settled down the constructing of UMEB based
on a more completely rational scenario. We conclude in
Sec. V at last.
II. DEFINITION AND PRELIMINARY
Throughout this paper, we always assume that d ≤ d′.
A state |ψ〉 ∈ Cd ⊗ Cd′ is called a maximally entangled
state if it can be written as |ψ〉 = 1√
d
∑d−1
i=0 |i〉|i′〉 for some
orthonormal basis {|i〉} of Cd and some orthonormal set
{|i′〉} of Cd′ .
LetMd×d′ be the space of all d by d′ complex matrices.
Then Md×d′ is a Hilbert space equipped with the inner
product defined by 〈A|B〉 = Tr(A†B) for any A, B ∈
Md×d′. {Ai : Tr(A†iAj) = δij , i = 1, 2, . . . , d1d2} is
called a Hilbert-Schmidt basis ofMd×d′. There is a one-
to-one relation between {|ψi〉} and the Hilbert-Schmidt
basis {Ai} [29, 30]:
|ψi〉 =
∑
k,l
a
(i)
kl |k〉|l′〉 ∈ Cd ⊗ Cd
′ ⇔ Ai = [a(i)kl ] ∈ Md×d′, Sr(|ψi〉) = rank(Ai), 〈ψi|ψj〉 = Tr(A†iAj), (1)
2where {|k〉} and |l′〉 are the standard computational bases
of Cd and Cd
′
, respectively, and Sr(|ψi〉) denotes the
Schmidt number of |ψi〉. For simplicity, we call a rect-
angular matrix a singular-value-1 matrix if its singular
values are {1, 1, . . . , 1}. Then
√
dAi is a d × d′ singular-
value-1 matrix iff |ψi〉 is a maximally entangled pure state
in Cd⊗Cd′ and vice versa. Especially,
√
dAi is a d×d uni-
tary matrix iff |ψi〉 is a maximally entangled pure state in
Cd⊗Cd. For simplicity, we give the following definitions.
Definition 1. [4, 26] A set of states {|φi〉 ∈ Cd ⊗ Cd′ :
i = 1, 2, . . . , n, n < dd′} is called an n-member UMEB if
and only if
(i) |φi〉, i = 1, 2, . . . , n, are maximally entangled;
(ii) 〈φi|φj〉 = δij ;
(iii) if 〈φi|ψ〉 = 0 for all i = 1, 2, . . . , n, then |ψ〉 cannot
be maximally entangled.
Definition 2. Let Ω = {Ai : i = 1, 2, . . . , d2} be a
Hilbert-Schmidt basis in Md×d. Ω is called a unitary
Hilbert-Schmidt basis (UB) of Md×d if Ais are unitary
matrices.
It is clear that Ω = {Ai : i = 1, 2, . . . , d2} is a UB iff
{|ψi〉} is a maximally entangled basis (MEB) of Cd⊗Cd.
Definition 3. Let Ω = {Ai : i = 1, 2, . . . , dd′} be a
Hilbert-Schmidt basis in Md×d′. Ω is called a singular-
value-1 Hilbert-Schmidt basis (SV1B) of Md×d′ if Ais
are singular-value-1 matrices.
Definition 4. A set of d × d unitary matrices {Ui :
i = 1, 2, . . . , n, n < d2} is called an unextendible unitary
Hilbert-Schmidt basis (UUB) of Md×d if
i) Tr(U †i Uj) = δij ;
ii) if Tr(U †iX) = 0, i = 1, 2, . . . , n, then X is not
unitary.
Definition 5. A set of d × d′ (d < d′) singular-value-
1 matrices Ω˜ = {Ai : i = 1, 2, . . . , n, n < dd′} is called
an unextendible singular-value-1 Hilbert-Schmidt basis
(USV1B) of Md×d if
i) Tr(A†iAj) = δij ;
ii) if Tr(A†iX) = 0, i = 1, 2, . . . , n, then X is not a
singular-value-1 matrix.
It is obvious that {Ui} is a UUB of Md×d if and only
if {|ψi〉} is a UMEB of Cd ⊗ Cd while {Ai} is a USV1B
of Md×d′ if and only if {|ψi〉} is a UMEB of Cd ⊗ Cd′ .
We will close this section with three lemmas which
are necessary in the proof of our main results in Secs.
III and IV. The Lemma 1 below is borrowed from [29],
which reveals that SV1B exists in Md×d′ for any d and
d′, d < d′.
Lemma 1. [29] MEB exists in Cd ⊗ Cd′ for any d and
d′.
We remark here that, MEB is a complete basis of the
space, that is, it is a basis with any element is indeed a
maximally entangled pure state. The following lemmas
can be easily checked.
Lemma 2. Let Md×d = L ⊕ L⊥. If {Ui : i =
1, 2, . . . , n, n < d2} is a UB of L and {Vi : i =
1, 2, . . . ,m,m < d2 − n} is a UUB of L⊥, then {Ui : i =
1, 2, . . . , n, n < d2} ∪ {Vi : i = 1, 2, . . . ,m,m < d2 − n}
is a UUB of Md×d; If {Ui : i = 1, 2, . . . , n, n < d2}
is a UB of L and L⊥ contains no unitary matrix, then
{Ui : i = 1, 2, . . . , n, n < d2} is a UUB of Md×d.
Lemma 3. Let Md×d′ = L ⊕ L⊥ with respect
to the Hilbert-Schmidt inner product and {Ai : i =
1, 2, . . . , n, n < d2} be a SV1B of L. If L⊥ contain no
singular-value-1 matrix, then {Ai : i = 1, 2, . . . , n, n <
d2} is a USV1B of Md×d′ .
III. d = d′
To construct a UMEB in any given bipartite state
space, one always expects to get one that consisting of
fewer elements. The following theorem is the main result
of this section. It improves the previous work in Ref. [28]
by giving fewer members of UMEB.
Theorem 1. If there is anN -member UMEB in Cd⊗Cd,
then for any q, there is an N˜ -member,N˜ = (qd)2−q(d2−
N), UMEB in Cqd ⊗ Cqd.
Proof. Let
Sq =


0 1 0 · · · 0
0 0 1 · · · 0
...
...
...
. . .
...
0 0 0 · · · 1
1 0 0 · · · 0

 ,
L(d)q,k = {Skq ⊗X : X ∈Md×d}, 1 ≤ k ≤ q,
then
Mqd×qd =
q⋃
k=1
L(d)q,k. (2)
By Lemma 1, UB exists inMd×d for any d. Let {Ui : i =
1, . . . , d2} be a UB in Md×d, ζq = e
2pi
q
i, where i =
√−1,
and let
Tq(j) =


1 ζjq ζ
2j
q · · · ζj(q−1)q
1 ζjq ζ
2j
q · · · ζj(q−1)q
...
...
...
. . .
...
1 ζjq ζ
2j
q · · · ζj(q−1)q

 .
We define
U
(k,j)
i := (S
k
q ◦ Tq(j))⊗ Ui, (3)
where ◦ denotes the Hadamard product, j = 0, 1, . . . , q−
1, k = 1, . . . , q − 1. It follows that Uq,d := {Uk,ji : i =
1, . . . , d2, j = 0, 1, . . . , q− 1, k = 1, . . . , q− 1} forms a UB
in
q−1⋃
k=1
L(d)q,k. We now take a UUB of Md×d, denote by
{Vi : i = 1, . . . , N < d2}, and let
V
(j)
i := (Iq ◦ Tq(j))⊗ Vi, (4)
where Iq = S
q
q is the q × q identity matrix, i =
1, . . . , N, j = 0, 1, . . . , q − 1. We assert that
Vq,d := {V (j)i : i = 1, . . . , N, j = 0, 1, . . . , q − 1}
3is a UUB of L(d)q,q . Note that any matrix orthogonal
to
q−1⋃
k=1
L(d)q,k is contained in L(d)q,q . If Vq,d is not a UUB,
to reach a contradiction, we assume that W = W1 ⊕
W2 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Wq is a unitary matrix in L(d)q,q satisfying
Tr(W †V (i)j ) = 0 for any i = 1,. . . , N , and j = 0, 1,
. . . , q − 1. We write Tr(W †j Vi) = αij , it turns out that

1 1 1 · · · 1
1 ζq ζ
2
q · · · ζq−1q
1 ζ2q ζ
4
q · · · ζ2(q−1)q
...
...
...
. . .
...
1 ζq−1q ζ
2(q−1)
q · · · ζ(q−1)
2
q




αi1
αi2
αi3
...
αiq

 = 0 (5)
holds for any i, 1 ≤ i ≤ N . Eq. (5) leads to αij = 0 for
any i and j, which is impossible since {Vi : i = 1, . . . , N <
d2} is unextendible. We now conclude from Lemma 2
that
Uq,d
⋃
Vq,d (6)
is a UUB ofMqd×qd. Then we can get a (qd)2−q(d2−N)-
member UMEB corresponding to Uq,d
⋃Vq,d by Eq. (1).

Comparing with the (qd)2 − (d2 −N)-member UMEB
in Cqd ⊗ Cqd in [28], we get a UMEB consisting of less
number of elements. In addition, Theorem 1 reveals that
we can obtain UMEB from not only the UMEB in Cd⊗Cd
but also the UMEB in Cq ⊗ Cq, and moreover, the two
kinds of UMEBs have the same number of members. But
they are not equivalent to each other in general (here, two
sets of UMEB {|ψi〉}ni=1 and {|φi〉}ni=1 are called equiva-
lent if there exists a permutation pi ∈ Sn, unitary matri-
ces U and V such that U ⊗V |ψi〉 = |φpi(i)〉 for i = 1, . . . ,
n, where Sn denotes the permutation group of n elements
[28]). We illustrate it with the case of C12⊗C12. Observe
that, {|ψi〉}ni=1 and {|φi〉}ni=1 are equivalent iff the corre-
sponding UUBs Uψ and Vφ admit UUiUjU † = Vpi(i)Vpi(j)
for any Ui ∈ Uψ and Vi ∈ Vφ [28]. This reveals that
UiUj and Vpi(i)Vpi(j) have the same eigenvalues if the two
UMEBs are equivalent. On one hand, any element in V4,3
has a eigenvalue eiθ with infinite order (here, the order of
a complex number, λ, |λ| = 1, is the least nature number
n such that λn = 1), where θ satisfying cos θ = − 78 [28].
On the other hand, any element in V3,4 does not contain
eigenvalue with infinite order. Thus the two UMEBs in
C12 ⊗ C12 (i.e., the two UMEBs corresponding to V4,3
and V3,4 respectively) based on our scenario can not be
equivalent. We also remark here that, let Lq,d be the
space with Uq,d ∪ Vq,d as its UB, then L⊥q,d does not con-
tain unitary matrix. In what follows, we give an example
to illustrate Theorem 1.
Example 1. For any d = 2p, if there is an m-member
UUB inMp×p, then there is a (2p2+2m)-member UMEB
in Cd ⊗Cd. Let {U1, U2, . . . , Up2} be a UB ofMp×p and
let {V1, V2, . . . , Vm} be a UUB of Mp×p. Taking
Vˇi =
(
0p Vi
Vi 0p
)
, Vˇ −i =
(
0p −Vi
Vi 0p
)
,
then, by Theorem 1,
{±Ui ⊕ Ui}p
2
i=1 ∪ {Vˇi}mi=1 ∪ {Vˇ −i }mi=1
is a (2p2 + 2m)-member UUB in Md×d.
We may construct UMEB from other ways. For the
space of Md×d with d = s+ t, 2 ≤ s ≤ t, we let
L(d)s⊕t :=
{(
A 0
0 B
)
: A ∈ Ms×s, B ∈Mt×t
}
,
L(d)s,t :=
{(
0 X
Y 0
)
: X ∈ Ms×t, Y ∈Mt×s
}
,
then
Md×d = L(d)s⊕t ⊕ L(d)s,t . (7)
By Lemma 2, it is clear that if s < t, then any UB of
L(d)s⊕t (if it exists) is a UUB of Md×d.
Proposition 1. For any d = s + t, 2 ≤ s < t, if Γ is
a (s2 + t2)-member MEB corresponding to the subspace
L(d)s⊕t, then Γ is a (s2 + t2)-member UMEB in Cd ⊗ Cd.
However, it is hard to know whether there exists UB in
L(d)s⊕t for s < t. The case of s = t can be easily checked. In
fact, let {U1, U2, . . . , Us2} be a UB ofMs×s then {±Ui⊕
Ui : i = 1, 2, . . . , s
2} is a UB of L(d)s⊕s. If it is true for
s < t we may get new UMEBs with much less members
and the existence problem of UMEB would be settled
down completely.
IV. d < d′
We now discuss the case of d < d′. We consider the
case of 2⊗ 3 at first. we denote( ∗ ∗ ∗
∗ ∗ ∗
)
=
( ∗ ∗ 0
∗ ∗ 0
)
⊕
(
0 0 ∗
0 0 ∗
)
by
M2×3 = L(2,3)2×2 ⊕ L(2,3)3−1 . (8)
By Lemma 1, SV1B exists in any matrix space. Thus,
any SV1B of the subspace L(2,3)2×2 is a USV1B of C2 ⊗ C3
since there is no singular-value-1 matrix in L(2,3)3−1 . There-
fore, by Eq. (1) and Lemma 3, the vectors corresponding
to SV1B of the subspace L(2,3)2×2 is a UMEB. For the 2⊗ 4
space,( ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
)
=
( ∗ ∗ ∗ 0
∗ ∗ ∗ 0
)
⊕
(
0 0 0 ∗
0 0 0 ∗
)
.
It is clear that any MEB corresponding to the subspace( ∗ ∗ ∗ 0
∗ ∗ ∗ 0
)
is a UMEB in C2⊗C3. In fact, for C2⊗Cd′
with any d′, we denote( ∗ · · · ∗
∗ · · · ∗
)
=
( ∗ · · · ∗ 0
∗ · · · ∗ 0
)
⊕
(
0 · · · 0 ∗
0 · · · 0 ∗
)
4by
M2×d′ = L(2,d
′)
2×(d′−1) ⊕ L
(2,d′)
d′−1 . (9)
Then any MEB of the first subspace L(2,d′)2×(d′−1) is a UMEB
in C2 ⊗ Cd′ .
Hereafter, we let
L(d,d′)
d×(d′−i) =


∗ · · · ∗ 0 · · · 0
...
. . .
...
...
. . .
...
∗ · · · ∗ 0 · · · 0

 (10)
(all the entries of the last i columns are zeros, 1 ≤ i < d)
and let Γ
(d,d′)
d×(d′−i) be the MEB of the subspace L
(d,d′)
d×(d′−i),
we have
Theorem 2. i) If d′ ≥ 2d, then Γ(d,d′)
d×(d′−i) is a d(d
′ − i)-
member UMEB in Cd ⊗ Cd′ for any 1 ≤ i < d; ii) If
d′ = d + r, 1 ≤ r < d, then Γ(d,d′)
d×(d′−i) is a d(d
′ − i)-
member UMEB in Cd ⊗ Cd′ for any 1 ≤ i ≤ r.
We also have other method to get UMEB. If d′ ≥ 2d,
we consider the decomposition
Md×d′ = L(d,d
′)
d×(d′−d) ⊕ L
(d,d′)
d′−d . (11)
We denote by Γ
(d,d′)
d×(d′−d) the MEB corresponding to
L(d,d′)
d×(d′−d) and by Γ˜
(d,d′)
d′−d the UMEB corresponding to
L(d,d′)d′−d (if it exists). It turns out that
Proposition 2. If d′ ≥ 2d and there exists a UMEB
Γ˜
(d,d′)
d′−d corresponding to L(d,d
′)
d′−d , then Γ
(d,d′)
d×(d′−d)
⋃
Γ˜
(d,d′)
d′−d
is a UMEB of Cd ⊗ Cd′ .
Observing that L(d,d′)d′−d ∼= Md×d, so Γ˜(d,d
′)
d′−d can be
viewed as a UMEB in Md×d (if it exists). For clarity,
we list some examples below.
Example 2. By Theorem 2, it is obvious that
|φ1〉 = 1√
2
(|0〉|0′〉+ |1〉|1′〉),
|φ2〉 = 1√
2
(|0〉|0′〉 − |1〉|1′〉),
|φ3〉 = 1√
2
(|0〉|1′〉+ |1〉|0′〉),
|φ4〉 = 1√
2
(|0〉|1′〉 − |1〉|0′〉),
constitute a UMEB in C2 ⊗ C3. In general, in a d ⊗ d′
(d < d′) system, let
|Ω0,0〉 = 1√
d
d−1∑
i=0
|i〉|i′〉
and
W˜m,n|i′〉 = ξmid |(i− n)′〉,
where |(i−n)′〉 ≡ |(i−n)′⊕(d−k)′〉 (here (i−n)′⊕(d−k)′
means (i−n−k+d)′ mod (d−k)′), k′ < d, whenever d′ ≥
2d, and |(i−n)′〉 ≡ |(i−n)′⊕(d−l)′〉 (here (i−n)′⊕(d−l)′
means (i−n− l+ d)′ mod (d− l)′), 1 ≤ l′ ≤ r, whenever
d′ = d+ r, 1 ≤ r < d. Then
|Ω˜m,n〉 = (1⊗ W˜m,n)|Ω0,0〉 (12)
with 0 ≤ m ≤ d− 1 and
{
0 ≤ n ≤ d′ − k′ whenever d′ ≥ 2d,
0 ≤ n ≤ d′ − l′ whenever d′ = d+ r and 1 ≤ r < d,
induce a UMEB in Cd ⊗ Cd′ .
Example 3. In C3 ⊗ C6, we can obtain a 15-member
UMEB from the 6-member UMEB in C3 ⊗ C3 proposed
in [4]. Taking |ψ1,2〉 = 1a (|0′〉 ± b|1′〉), |ψ3,4〉 = 1a (|1′〉 ±
b|2′〉), |φ5,6〉 = 1a (|2′〉 ± b|0′〉), where b = (1 +
√
5)/2,
a =
√
1 + b2, and defining
Uj = I − (1 − eiθ)|ψj〉〈ψj |, j = 1, 2, . . . , 6,
where cos θ = − 78 , we let
|uj〉 := (I ⊗ Uj)|Φ+〉, j = 1, 2, . . . , 6,
where |Φ+〉 = 1√
3
∑2
i=0 |i〉|i′〉 (namely, {|uj〉 : j =
1, 2, . . . , 6, } constitute a 6-member UMEB in C3⊗C3 [4]).
Let
|φ1〉 = 1√
3
(|0〉|0′〉+ |1〉|1′〉+ |2〉|2′〉),
|φ2〉 = 1√
3
(|0〉|0′〉+ ξ|1〉|1′〉+ ξ2|2〉|2′〉),
|φ3〉 = 1√
3
(|0〉|0′〉+ ξ2|1〉|1′〉+ ξ4|2〉|2′〉),
|φ4〉 = 1√
3
(|0〉|4′〉+ |1〉|5′〉+ |2〉|3′〉),
|φ5〉 = 1√
3
(|0〉|4′〉+ ξ|1〉|5′〉+ ξ2|2〉|3′〉),
|φ6〉 = 1√
3
(|0〉|4′〉+ ξ2|1〉|5′〉+ ξ4|2〉|3′〉),
|φ7〉 = 1√
3
(|0〉|5′〉+ |1〉|3′〉+ |2〉|4′〉),
|φ8〉 = 1√
3
(|0〉|5′〉+ ξ|1〉|3′〉+ ξ2|2〉|4′〉),
|φ9〉 = 1√
3
(|0〉|5′〉+ ξ2|1〉|3′〉+ ξ4|2〉|4′〉),
then, {|uj〉 : j = 1, 2, . . . , 6, } ∪ {|φi〉 : i = 1, . . . , 9} is a
15-member UMEB in C3 ⊗ C6 by Proposition 2.
Comparing with all the previous work in [26, 27], one
can easily find out that all the results there are special
cases of Theorem 2 and Proposition 2. By now, in Cd ⊗
C
d′ , there are at least d kinds of ways to construct UMEB
if d′ ≥ 2d for any d > 2 and there are at least r sets of
UMEB with different number of elements if d′ = d + r,
r ≥ 1, d > 2.
5V. CONCLUSIONS
This brief report has proposed an easy way to construct
UMEB in Cd ⊗ Cd′ for any d and d′ via the approach of
the associated matrix space decomposition. A more clear
structure of the UMEB is presented. The MEB of some
subspace happens to be the UMEB of the whole space.
In addition, in Cqd ⊗ Cqd, the members of the UMEB
from our method is less than the known one before. To-
gether with the scenario in [28], we now have four differ-
ent UMEB in Cqd⊗Cqd (qd > 6). For the d⊗d′ case with
d < d′, the protocol here covers all the previous work as
special cases.
In fact, all of the methods used in constructing UMEB
can be regarded as some special space decompositions of
the associated matrix space by relation in Eq. (1): If the
whole space can be decomposed as an orthogonal direct
sum of subspaces with one has UB while the other one
contains no unitary matrix, then the UB is a UUB of the
whole space. Therefore the key point comes down to find
such a subspace. The structure of UMEB is more clear
under the subspace decomposition. So now the remain
open existing problem is reduced to find a UB of the
subspace associated with this kind of decomposition of
Cp ⊗ Cp whenever p is a prime.
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